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The Five Developmental Archetypes 

Over the years, many people have taken Wilhelm Reich’s Five Character Structures 

work and modified it in different ways. We have modified and simplified his work so 

that it can easily be used for self-discovery and growth. Instead of character 

structures, we call them the Five Developmental Archetypes, since that is really what 

they are – archetypes.  

 

We found that the archetypes help you discover and understand who you are and why 

you are the way you are. In addition, they help guide you in identifying your 

challenges and obstacles as well as your gifts and talents. It is important to note that 

we all have all five of them, just in different increments. But usually 1-3 of them are 

more dominant. And your dominant ones can change, depending on how much you 

grow and change in your in life. 

 

Details about the archetypes are in Chapter 5 of Come Alive: Find Your Passion, 

Change Your Life, Change the World. The quiz below will help you determine which 

archetypes are dominant for you. In this quiz, we are only grouping them by numbers 

(not their names), so as not to skew the results.  

 

Review the groupings of statements below and put a check by each one that is true 

for you. Then add up how many checks you have for each archetype. The ones with 

the most checks will be your dominant archetypes. Most people have two or three 

dominant archetypes. Some of these statements may sound odd, but they help 

determine your archetype. Just go with it! Please be completely honest.  
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Archetype Quiz 

Archetype 1 

__ For most of my life, I have been thin and have had a hard time gaining weight. 

__ I love spending time alone. 

__ I have a problem with anxiety or worry. 

__ I am fiercely independent and prefer working alone. 

__ I am easily distracted and have a hard time focusing on one thing for long.  

__ I am uncomfortable or a bit awkward in social situations. 

__ I love animals and often prefer being with them more than people.  

__ I love spending time in nature and would rather be there than with people.  

__ I am gifted artistically (music, singing, painting, drawing, dancing, performing, etc.). 

__ I am intellectual and nerdy (like math, science, sci-fi, gadgets, high-tech). 

__ I am a creative, innovative, and visionary thinker but have a hard time seeing things 

through to fruition.  

__ I do not make the kind of money I should (don’t charge enough for services, work in a job 

that is beneath my skill set, do not get paid for my real talents, etc.). 

__ I am in my head a lot and sometimes have a hard time connecting with others. 

__ Being in a relationship is not that important to me. 

__ I am very uncomfortable being the center of attention. 

 

Total for Archetype 1: _____ 
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Archetype 2 

__ I do not like being alone. 

__ I have almost always been in a long-term relationship (rarely without a partner).  

__ My upper body is smaller than my lower body (shoulders narrower than hips). 

__ It is important for me to be heard and “talk things out” with my partner, boss or coworker.  

__ I have a gift with words, both writing and speaking. 

__ I am very generous and love buying gifts for others. 

__ I love to share information and would make a great teacher. 

__ People have told me that I am very charming. 

__ I prefer collaboration and working with others rather than working alone.  

__ Sometimes I feel like my needs are never going to be met.  

__ I never feel like I have enough (money, love, etc.). 

__ I need validation from others (boss, coworker, partner).  

__ I like when attention is on me.  

__ I don’t really know what I want and don’t have many interests or hobbies outside work or 

home.  

__ I have (or have had) issues with addictions (cigarettes, alcohol, food, shopping or sex). 

 

Total for Archetype 2: _____ 
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Archetype 3 

__ I have or have had weight problems in my life (thirty or more pounds overweight). 

__ I have tendency to over-give, both at home and at work. 

__ I am hardworking and responsible. 

__ I have a tendency to rescue others.  

__ I am compassionate and empathetic and have a gift for helping others.  

__ I am afraid to show the “real me” to others, as they may not like me, be scared, etc. 

__ I can easily adapt to any situation at work or at home. 

__ Sometimes I feel like I am either not enough or too much.  

__ I am highly intuitive and can easily take on other people’s energy or emotions.  

__ I do not speak up for myself like I should and have hard time saying “no” and setting 

boundaries with others (partners, family, boss, etc.). 

__ I hold in my anger and am afraid to let it out.  

__ I sometimes resent others who seem to have it “so easy” and ask myself, “When is it going 

to be my turn?” 

__ I feel like it is more important to please others than fulfill my own needs.  

__ I am very sensitive and am crushed by criticism.  

__ I do not like attention on myself and have a hard time being seen and “putting myself out 

there.” 

 

Total for Archetype 3: _____ 
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Archetype 4 

__ I am a good leader. 

__ My upper body is larger than my lower body (chest/shoulders wider than hips). 

__ I am very confident in my abilities.  

__ I am visionary and entrepreneurial.  

__ I am a “take charge” kind of person. 

__ I do not like being wrong and will go to lengths to prove “I am right.” 

__ I like to lead every project I am on and have a hard time letting someone else lead. 

__ I am brave, spontaneous, and willing to take risks. 

__ I inspire others to go for what they want. 

__ I am comfortable on a stage, speaking in front of crowds.  

__ I am very generous to those who are loyal to me.  

__ I make things happen.  

__ I like to be the “smartest person in the room.” 

__ I like giving orders and being in control of situations. 

__ I hate to admit this, but when someone crosses me, I want to retaliate in some way. 

 

Total for Archetype 4: _____ 
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Archetype 5 

__ I have never had a weight problem, my body is well-proportioned and I have almost always 

been lean and fit.  

__ Appearances are very important to me. I always try to look as perfect as I can. 

__ I aim for perfection in everything that I do.  

__ I have very healthy boundaries and do not have a problem saying “no” to others. 

__ I am fair and balanced and try to operate from integrity at all times. 

__ I have a fear of losing control, so I keep my emotions in check at all times. 

__ I have a hard time being spontaneous and do not like to change plans. 

__ My house is always neat and put together. 

__ I am highly competitive. 

__ I have never or rarely missed a deadline.  

__ I am a high achiever and take pride in my accomplishments. 

__ I am ambitious and driven and make a good, fair leader. 

__ I am afraid of my feelings sometimes, so I just push them down or ignore them all 

together. 

__ People have told me that I can seem cold and unfeeling.  

__ I have a hard time being vulnerable.  

 

Total for Archetype 5: _____ 
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The Results 

The 5 archetypes are listed below. Write down your totals for each one: 

1. The Dreamer ______ 

2. The Charmer ______ 

3. The Endurer ______ 

4. The Commander ______ 

5. The Achiever ______ 

 

So which archetype had the most checks? Are you a combination of two or more 

types? Anything over 10 checks is a dominant archetype, but the one that has the 

most checks will be your dominant for sure. I am a combination of three myself (1, 3, 

and 5 – dreamer, endurer, and commander). Are you curious learn more? Go to the 

next page.  
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Thank You! 

Thanks for taking the Developmental Archetypal quiz from Come Alive. Did you notice 

how accurate the archetypes are? Are you curious to learn more? 

If you are interested in exploring the archetypes deeper, I invite you to investigate if 

the Come Alive program is for you. How to know if you are a candidate for the Come 

Alive program: 

• You know you were born to live your passion 

• You are ready to face and tackle your biggest fears and challenges head on 

• You are ready to accept your true gifts and talents and actually use them 

• You want to connect to your desires 

• You want to make a difference in the world 

• You want to live the life you came to live 

Free Strategy Session 

If you are interested in exploring deeper or are curious about our program, schedule a 

free strategy session here: bit.ly/JHSession.  

I look forward to chatting with you! 

 

Jodi Hadsell 

Passion Archaeologist 

Author, Come Alive: Find Your Passion, Change Your Life, Change the World! 

jodi@comealiveinstitiute.com 

 


